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G rim o ire
Fall 2004
_ e tte r  from the E d itre s s
It’s hard picking up where someone left off. This was the challenge facing 
me as I entered the Grimoire office for the first time, not just as a staff 
member, but also as high priestess of operations. And it soon became 
apparent to both our new advisor, Dr. Grauke, and myself that I had 
inherited one of the most disorganized organizations on campus.
Sifting through the many boxes and layers of dust, I tried my hardest to 
restore the Grimoire to its former glory and prestige. Not quite knowing 
where to start, I relied on the help and support of my newly elected staff 
to get me through the stress of organizing my first issue. Without them, 
I’m afraid the Grimoire would’ve slipped down the toilet like so many of 
my other aspirations. This issue is dedicated to their hard work.
The more I thought of it, the more the magazine reminded me of the 
structure towering over south campus: all the dirt and stinking mud pud­
dles, the deafening sounds of construction— the eyesore I’d always curse 
at as I drove my car down the winding path. But soon enough, it began to 
take shape— the new form rising from the ashes as a lasting symbol to all. 
Granted, this issue of the Grimoire may be a little rough around the edges, 
but it’s a decent start. And just as things are always better the second time 
around, the Grimoire will continue to grow and improve until it too 
becomes as important to the student body as those dorms— home for 
their unique creations.
Anna Alesiani, 
Managing Editress
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Fractured H eart
L ucian T u ckcr
If you’re reading this than surely 
You have received the news 
For I have died inside, and been tossed 
Away like some old tennis shoes
Beaten and battered, I shall live on 
How long? I’m not too sure 
I will live until my owner returns—
As long as I can endure
He thinks that I have passed away 
He thinks that he can cope 
But I have lied, I’m still inside 
Simply stalling for hope
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B oston
Drew Stephan
Upstream
The clock strikes midnight where moon light is blocked by the sun to 
become one or is it the other way around as I await the Presence in 
dreams only to curb visions of the obscene self inflicted and sadly addicted 
a common story with flesh-filled theme setting scene set up by torn scabs 
or re-opened scars old wounds unable to heal under thin tissue of doubts 
and reoccurrences beer tongue slick rung with a thousand verbs conscious 
thought broken by a million words making pictures in my head manifest 
through the pages of my daily life filled false versus true self I know it’s an 
old dusty book I ripped off the shelf don’t know what to look for anymore 
all I know is what I see and even then I am deceived blinded until I pray 
knowing one day I could come around be the man Love called me to be in 
that hidden ground of charity I we must walk humbly before it rips apart to 
form a deep chasm from pride and war and toil no more can I teeter across 
tight rope unbalanced check the static of this silence I walk back home 
where the truth lies deep inside it’s all been said and done before but we all 
have to grab the absolute somehow there you have it there’s the one the 
answer was yet to come spun on the wheel of time of which Love does not 
know because Love owns it nonexistent constant in infinity my soul yours is 
where we need to meet above eternal heat one in the same in peace prom­
ising hope on the horizon
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B e i n g  U n b o r n
Vernon Presto n
Before I was given the chance to grip life, 
it was taken.
All I had known was 
amniotic warmth.
I felt I could float there forever, 
Protected.
The walls vibrated with
arguments about
how there was no money
space
Love
for me.
I think my name is Burden.
Mom cried, “I’m not ready” 
and I knew pain.
It traveled
through the umbilical, 
from mom’s heart 
to mine.
Our womb tightened with every 
Worry in mom’s head.
I knew the fear she felt.
I thought that once they saw me,
Saw my little fist, 
my bright eyes,
Saw my innocence,
The fear would go away__
Mom was so nervous 
one day,
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The womb shuddered, 
then turned cold.
I thought I heard mom cry 
O r sigh, “My God.
I couldn’t feel her.
I could not feel anymore.
S hannon Hallam yer
So fragile, so still—
how babies sleep years before
tussling time’s ills.
All for Alice
Leyla  ERASLAN
Every day. Day after damn day I see her, and how could she ever once have 
thought of me? I am a shadow in her illumination.
It rings.
Here we go. This time, this time I’m gonna do it.
It rings.
I’ll say, “Alice? I love you. Have dinner with me. Eight? Good. Night, sweet­
ness.”
It rings.
Oh damn.
The answering machine. The moment I hear her voice
“Hi. This is Alice. I’m out, or ignoring you, so leave a message-”
I feel a delicious surge that’s sickening. My love for her suffocates me, I might 
gag on it.
“-and maybe I’ll get back to you.”
Beep.
My mouth opens and just flaps like a leaf in a gust.
Click.
The ceiling’s leaking. I want to fix it, so that one day, when I show Alice 
around, she won’t be disgusted. But I have to get rid of the mice first. I’m not 
good at decorating. The whole place is dingy. I’ve got to do something about this. 
I’m staring up at the ceiling, and the drops fall on my stomach and roll off. The 
slowest shower in the world. The smoke alarm goes off. Dinner’s ready.
$4.99...each? I hold some glasses in my hand, gnawing my lip. Don’t they all 
do the same thing? Does it matter if  the glass is frosted o r .. .what is this? I need 
glasses, though, plain paper isn’t good enough for my Alice. And plates, too. And 
I guess.. .new forks and knives and all. A nd .. .those candle holders would be real 
nice, she’d look real sweet in some candle light. And if  it’s kind of dark, she 
wouldn’t have to look at my face so much. Total: $135.89. My paycheck was $185 
this week.
It’s one room, and a bathroom, a kitchen, and that’s about all. I ’m in the 
kitchen/dining room/living room, admiring my brand new dining equipment. 
Real nice. It was worth it. I turn to the rest of the room. Maybe a table, and a set 
of chairs. Well, of course, stupid, otherwise where is she gonna sit? I’m so god 
damn dense sometimes.
“These.” I point to two chairs.
“Very good sir, anything else?”
“Yah, actually.”
Tonight’s the six month anniversary of my love for Alice. This is how I cele­
brate.
478-2937
It rings.
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“Hello?”
First ring. Unexpected. Shit, unprepared.
Click.
I got a bottle of wine too. But I accidentally broke one of the glasses. I 
cleaned it right away, almost successful in not crying over spilt Merlot.
I go to my room and jump up and down on my brand new bed, and between 
that and the intoxication, I forget the shattered mess. Does it matter? I have a 
bed.
And any day now I can get sheets and a pillow too.
Table, chairs, a small television, a CD player, a nice bed with all the trimmings, 
and hangers for my closet. Alice will be so impressed. And I’ll get her anything 
she wants. And, maybe after we’re together for a little while, we can move in some 
place together, because the landlady keeps yelling at me to stop jumping on the 
bed; I’ll go clean through the floor. She’s old, she doesn’t know what she’s talk­
ing about. Alice and I really love each other; she doesn’t have a clue what she’s 
talking about. And in the bed, Alice’ll kiss me and tell me how much she loves 
me and those pretty eyes will be all for me and she’ll love me. I’ll be real, a real 
boy. She’ll love me.
I walk past her office. I back up, because I’m ahead o f schedule, like I usual­
ly am. She’s on the phone, and I wonder who to. Is it her mother? She’s the kind 
of person that would stop her busy day to talk to her mom. See how her old 
man’s doing, if  the doctors think he’ll be able to come home soon. I could give 
her a hug, she’s been so brave while her father’s in the hospital with cancer. She’s 
so strong, I’ll tell her she is. And that tilings’ll be better, and I’ll help her. And 
when her pop comes home, we’ll drive out there and see him on their little condo 
in Vermont. No, no, their rancher in Virginia. And they’ll love me, cause I drove 
all the way to Virginia for her. They’ll request.. .no, demand, that I marry her.
But first, I’ll need a car.
If there’s anything I’ve conclusively learned, it’s that car salesmen are scary.
Alice made employee of the month. I’m so proud of her...bu t she deserves 
it. Every time I shove past her little office, I glance in the glass parts, and there 
she is, scribbling away on something important. Something maybe top secret. 
She’s really the brains behind it all. Actually, she doesn’t even work here. She’s a 
spy for the government, here to blow the lid of the scandal involving mistreat­
ment of mail room employees. She’ll bust in one day in her black vinyl jumpsuit 
and grab me and pull me out. She sits there, her pretty blonde hair pouring out 
onto the desk and her clear blue eyes looking up every now and then, and she 
thinks. And you think she’s thinking about the Jenkins report or whatever she’s 
been assigned. Really, she’s figuring out how many security guards will have to die. 
You just never know some people.
The damn ceiling again. Laying on the bed, and thinking about her skirt. Her 
pretty legs, legs and eyes and everything. She’d be looking up at that ceiling, and 
my face and lips would be pressed up hard against her thin lovely neck, and kiss­
ing, licking, and I want my flesh to bite her body. I’d grab her around her skinny 
middle and nail her to the mattress. She’ll look at me the way I look at her every 
damn day-like she’s hungry, and she’ll lick her lips and lick my lips just straining 
with want. And I’ll near rip her skin off and put it back on again. I’ll give her 
every damn thing she wants. I want her to kick and scream and shudder and my 
god damn name she’ll be moaning to the ceiling. And her moans’ll slice right
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through the walls and they’ll think their condemning thoughts about me. And I’ll 
love it, and so will she. And we’ll lay here after, and stare up at .. .
I gotta do something about this dingy damn ceiling.
“What the hell did you do, you dumb shit?”
“It’ a skylight.”
“It’ a god damn hole in the ceiling is what it is.”
Some people don’ get class...atmosphere.
“You’re going to fix that, you asshole. And you’re gonna pay for it yourself, 
Mr. Snazzy Designer.”
“It’s my apartment.”
“Well it’s in MY building, you fucking fairy. If you don’t like MY building, you 
can-”
“Get out.”
“You wanna run that by me one more time?”
“GET OUT!!!”
My rent’s gone up. But the stars are out tonight and I’m feeling unusually 
good.
I got a real problem. A real problem indeed.
They gave me this promotion. Assistant Manager o f the Mail Room. And it 
sounds real n ice.. .Assistant Manager and all. That’s just a step away from man­
ager and that’s not that far from offices and invoices and memos and emails. Real 
nice indeed. But then, I got to spend my whole day cooped up down there. And 
there’s no deliveries to be made. I just gotta supervise. And that means I may 
never see Alice again. But wouldn’t she be proud? And I’d make more money, 
which would be nice, because these car payments are killing me. I haven’t got any 
food in the house, and I’m tired of stealing from the cafeteria. W hat would Alice 
say if  she hugged me and squished the fingered muffin I had in my front pock­
et? She wouldn’t think much of that at all.
I know I won’t get to see her as much, but I just gotta let her know, I’m doing 
it for us.
She’s right there, and I can’t move. Only across a cafeteria, and I can almost 
smell her. The promotion changed my schedule so I go on break the same time 
as Alice. And I don’t know how I’m eating, cause I feel like my stomach’s doing 
jumping jacks. I could just stride up to the table she’s at. My legs feel like the jello 
I’m consuming. I could sit down next to her, take her soft, smooth little hand. 
My palm’s slick and pasty, and god knows even I wouldn’t touch my hand. I whis­
per to her “Let’s get out o f here,” and we’re gone. We’d dash to the company 
parking lot, and I’d stand back as Alice chose the shiniest car in the place. 
Heading for the border in one of the company car we’ve stolen, so much more 
luxurious then my 93 Honda. Around about Dallas, the police finally catch up 
with us, but I slam the pedal and a high speed chase ensues, and Alice leans out 
the back with the shotgun and tires explode behind me. Angry red cops shake 
their fists at us from smoldering wrecks, as we soar across the border and to the 
safety of Tijuana. My forehead’s slick and I feel what little color I’ve got faded.. .I
must be the complexion of watered down oatmeal. It describes me so well. I 
spend my lunch hour chewing little other then my bottom lip in a flattened panic, 
feeling fidgety. I bite my nails until they bleed, praying she won’t look up at just 
that awful moment.
I’d catch her eye, and her tiny ocean eyes would be disgusted. Her pink lips
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would curl up in a sneer, and she’d grab her tray and storm out. I shove my tray 
aside hostilely and slam my shaved head into my hands, almost breaking my glass­
es. I hold my breath to not cry. I wonder if other people can tell I’m shaking. I 
glance over at my picked over meal, hoping the meatloaf will hypnotize me and 
make me forget it all.
Once the horror is finally over, I take measured, slow steps to the mail room.
I immediately ask my superior to change my lunch hour.
On the way home, I got into an accident. It was bad, but not bad enough.
I climb into bed, because it’s been a very long day. It’s hot, and I add air con­
ditioner to the long, long list that’s tacked to my brain. I kick the covers off and 
stare up at the tarp covering the skylight. In a move, I snatch it down, sending 
out wispy clouds of roof. The dust settles down on my body, and the moonlight 
streaks in. I smile, for the first time all day. “Don’t you love the moonlight like 
that?” she asks. “You look so beautiful in it,” I’d say. And her white arm would 
be wrapped around my scrawny waist. I jump a little when a drop plops onto my 
exposed stomach.
I gnaw my lip. I fixed that damn leak.
But what the hell. I’d fix it a hundred times for my Alice. There isn’t a thing 
in the world I wouldn’t do for her.
The water is cold, and feels nice on my hot skin. The touch of anything feels 
nice. Tomorrow I will patch it up.
It rings.
Oh shit, oh shit.
It rings.
This is ridiculous.
It-
“Hello?”
Shout it to her. Scream it. You’ve thought it so long, it’s cut into the under­
side of your eyelids.
“Hello?”
I hear her breath. I see her face. Somewhere, she exists. And right now, her 
and I are connected.
Oh, you shit. You’re gonna choke again. “I...um ..” You dumb shit.
“W ho is it?” I hear in the background. A guy’s voice. Not my voice, a man’s 
voice taking the place o f my silence. “I don’t know,” she says. “Probably some 
fucking cranker trying to be funny.”
Click.
“Fuck!” I dropped another glass. My eyes are like a weight, crushing the 
shards under my view. The scattered broken bits— the reminders of how I fucked 
up— of how I’m see-through like the glass. It’s all over the floor. It’s all over this 
broken down.. .I let the phone drop to the floor. I nudge it with my foot, and my 
breath gets short and heavy with the overwhelming urge to destroy something 
utterly.
But then I decide to pretend I broke the glass on purpose, and go to bed.
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Black Hole Baby
Am elia L ongo
I did not
F
A
L
L
into
anything
believe me honey I climbed 
my way 
inch by inch
down into that cavernous empty 
had to make sure it was what it was 
(& it was)
& there was no with 
b/c there was no us, 
there was no you 
not in this time 
not really
hey maybe you cut the 
ribbon, cut my cords, baby 
but I wanted that in the end 
I got to the end 
(& it was the end)
hell yeah I climbed down there but I 
walked out on the goddamn 
red carpet I knew you had in you
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stole back my fire, 
rekindled my stars 
in me & left you 
your gravity, your empty, 
traveled back in time to when 
you didn’t exist
& decided I like it better here now 
anyways
so here I am 
climbing back up 
& if you see me on my way 
will you see me on my way?
honey babe you 
exploded so beautiful, 
but that was before my time 
& maybe you will rise again 
but I can’t be that for you, 
if I get out at all 
—  & I will -  
I will go flying honey, 
outta this world, babe
& god oh god
I refuse to ever become what you have become
when I find myself being pulled again
I will be pulling too,
we will pull each other,
our orbits will conquer gravity
& not each other
I would say 
‘I’ll miss you’
but you wouldn’t get that 
that means I’m leaving;
I would tell you I loved you 
but you couldn’t understand 
past tense in infinite time;
I would write you 
but there could be no 
return address
& the post card would burn, baby, 
burn anyway
& if you think this is still 
happening
that’s because it is & 
always will be where you are, 
but where I am it 
will have been
a hundred thousand million billion years ago
before the dawn of time
b/c this is infinitely over for me
poor baby, baby
but what’s a vacuum w/o
nothin in it?
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C r y
A nna  A le siani
Cry, girl, cry;
Dry tears from dry eyes
Pouring inward into the reservoir of your soul. 
But don’t ever let them see.
Scream and curse to yourself, at yourself,
For they would never listen;
They could never speak your language.
Bleed from wounds real and surreal,
But make sure to cover your scars—
Imagine what they would say!
Hundreds of chapters in your life’s story—
And all you have to show for it is 
A  blank page.
The blind could see more than those 
Marked with sight,
For they only know what’s on the cover.
Tell me this:
Is it better to find yourself 
Standing in an empty corridor,
Screaming at the top of your lungs,
O r to be surrounded by eyeless faces,
Lips sewn shut,
Bound by the wires and scissors 
Your mind has constructed?
Walk away,
Your heart— stone,
Your flesh— paper.
Girl, I say to you,
Lie to yourself—
Shrug and smile and laugh—
If it will make them believe.
And pray,
Pray that when the pins and knives 
Are poking and piercing your skin,
No one will be around to wake you,
To ask you why. April 8-9, 2003
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A  B e a u t i f u l  Dream
L ucian T u ckcr
With both hands rested on her hips, 
I dive into her eyes.
I glare at her soft Popsicle lips,
And slide to her thighs.
Emotional rainbow flows,
From heart to heart.
Nothing is lost. It goes,
However, doesn’t part.
“A  taste is never a waste,
For it only precedes 
The bouquet of love,”
The sign reads.
Before the blur, I feed 
The lips. “Smile love.” Tears 
For fears we wont be here 
Someday. For now, cheers.
A  way, we’ll find, to stay 
Alive in heart and never die.
Miles apart, death, other,
W ho says we can’t try?
I’m awaken by the white 
Flakes of snow that brush my 
Window pane.
“Beauty!” I smile, to resume 
The dream that beauty kept alive.
A r m o r  o f  t h e  w a r r io r  g o d
Jo n  C a ro l S tu b b le fie ld
A p r i l  F o o l
D onna S aracino
A pril 1. This is the day upon which we are reminded o f  what we are on the other three 
hundred and sixty-four.
Mark Twain 
Pudd’nhead Wilson, 1894
I sat across from my boss and mentor, Roberta Greer, and listened to the rea­
sons why she wanted to fire Alice, one of the clerks in the department. The 
blinds diffused the late March sunlight in her office and in the background, 
President Jimmy Carter’s soft southern voice was broadcast over a Yankee radio.
“She can’t keep up with the workload, she can’t handle the phone lines, and 
she ruined the last batch of statements we received.”
“But, she’s only been on the job for four weeks, and she’s always on time,” I 
countered. “I like her. Let’s give her another chance.”
She stood up and shook her head. “Can’t do it. Alice has to go and the soon­
er, the better.”
I left her office feeling bad that I was going to be part of the team that was 
going to fire Alice. Oh well, I reasoned, I was part of the team that hired her but 
I still didn’t like it. I was learning how to be assistant manager to Roberta, the 
only female department manager in the finance company, and the lessons includ­
ed her methods of hiring and firing. Whenever an applicant needed to be inter­
viewed I listened to Roberta ask all of the questions. I smiled. I nodded. I took 
notes. A  silent partner. Not that Roberta wanted it that way. She was patient 
with me. Once she asked me to meet with a waiting applicant to let them know 
that the position had already been filled — but would they mind interviewing any­
way? I had a hard time doing that — it seemed unethical. An emergency in the 
typing pool got me out of that one. I guess I just wasn’t ready yet for some of 
the job’s responsibilities.
The interviewing I didn’t mind - I dreaded the act of firing. It wasn’t in me 
to inflict pain on someone no matter how bad they were, and I was grateful that 
I was just Roberta’s assistant and didn’t have to be the only one to fire Alice.
Alice was a good student who had come right from high school, but in many 
respects was quite ordinary. To Roberta, ordinary was good. It was the equiva­
lent of being not too smart, not too dumb, responsible, etc. She believed that 
ordinary equated to conformity and that’s what she was looking for in a clerical 
staff. The only drawback that we could see in Alice, at first, was her name. Her 
last name was Blob. Alice Blob. I felt bad that somebody had to go through life 
with a last name like that. Blob describes what seeps out of a tube o f toothpaste 
when the cap isn’t put back or what you scoop out of a Dippity-Do container, 
not someone’s last name. I asked Roberta about it right after the interview. 
“What do you think about her name?”
“I think it’s a shame, but it describes her.”
“Really, you think so?” I questioned, but I guess she had a point.
Alice was a plain girl with a sad, nondescript look behind her eyes. Roberta
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thought her quiet demeanor and average appearance was actually a good thing, 
though “Why?” I asked.
“If you hire a girl that’s really good looking and perky, like a Barbie doll,” 
Roberta reasoned, “we might not get that much work out of her.” Her thinking 
was that a Barbie would only be concerned about her outfit and makeup, and her 
work would consist of figuring out which guy she could date from the Customer 
Service department, because the manager there only hired good looking guys. 
Roberta also had an attitude about people she considered unattractive. “Stay 
away from them, they have chips on their shoulders,” she would say. She also had 
an issue with hiring overweight people. “Heavy people are lazy and have the 
longest arms,” she’d say, “to reach things so the body doesn’t have to move when 
sitting at the desk.” I could never understand her logic, though, because I had 
observed her doing the same thing. Plus, she wasn’t too thin herself.
Even though I answered to Roberta, I didn’t agree with many of her opin­
ions. My Christian upbringing made me realize that some of Roberta’s state­
ments were unkind, but my American desire for success made me unable to voice 
my feelings. How do you tell your employer that they are narrow minded and 
prejudiced and oh, can I have a raise by the way? So, I kept my opinions to myself 
and didn’t try to change her or even educate her about the anti-discrimination 
movements beginning to create issues in the 1970’s workplace. She was a woman 
who was used to forging her own way.
Roberta was in her early 40’s and had short hair, prematurely turned gray, 
which she no longer colored. “Why bother? I only have to please myself when 
I look in the mirror,” she rationalized. Unusually tall for a woman - almost six 
feet -she towered over many of the men she disdainfully called her peers. She 
was a no-nonsense type of person, physically and emotionally, but was some­
times viewed as a comical figure in the office. Not because of how she managed 
her department - her clerical turnover rate was the lowest in the company - but 
because of the clothes she wore. Instead of wearing a business suit or pants that 
would make her look like “one of the guys,” Roberta wore bright colors and long 
peasant type dresses that contrasted with the scale of her position. Roberta just 
didn’t fit in with her tailored, masculine colleagues. Being the only female man­
ager in the company, Roberta felt damned either way so she stayed true to her­
self while working longer and harder than anyone else — male or female.
She also believed in me and expressed great hopes.
“Charley, you have so much potential. I see my younger self in you.”
“Oh, really?” I asked, thinking Is that possible?
“I was the same way you are,” she continued, “A little shy,”
She was shy?
". . .  but you’re smart and resourceful. That’s why I think you’re ready to deliv­
er our Department report in next week’s quarterly meeting. Let’s meet later today 
after lunch to discuss.”
The company’s quarterly meeting, attended only by the higher echelon, was 
an important venue for corporate success. It is where a manager or assistant gets 
to showcase themselves. Roberta got her start there and expected the same from 
me. I would rather have surgery. I gave her the news when we met again later 
that day.
“Oh, jeez, Roberta, I’m going to be in the hospital next week for some sur­
gery I’ve put off. Root canal.” I gave her my best sorry, but I  have no choice face.
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“I thought your wisdom teeth were impacted,” she said, giving me her best I  
think you  are lying face.
“Yes that too, I’m having it all done on the same day.” Sitting across from 
her, my heart pounded and my palms wet the legs on my pants. Roberta was 
patient though, and we went on to talk about other department business.
To arrange Alice’s release and replacement, we went to see Mr. Gifford in the 
Personnel Department. Mr. Gifford, the director, was a short, friendly man with 
a wide, bald head that stretched from ear to ear. He was a little hard of hearing 
which occasionally made him wince his eyes, grimace, and turn his head to the 
right, to give the person speaking a shot at his good left ear. People got the 
impression that he was agitated when he did this, but he wasn’t. He just wanted 
to hear what you had to say. When Roberta and I met with Mr. Gifford, he was 
in the position of wince, grimace, and head turn when we told him that we need­
ed to replace Alice.
“Do you want me to let her know, Roberta?”
“No, Fred, Charley and I will do it.” Even though my first name was 
Charlene, Roberta preferred to call me Charley because Charlene was the name 
of the woman her husband, Steve, had run away with a year or so earlier. The 
name didn’t describe me, I felt, but I let her use it because she was still bitter over 
the breakup. “How soon can you get a few new ones in to interview?” asked 
Roberta.
“I’ll let you know as soon as possible,” said Mr. Gifford, untwisting his head 
and facing Roberta. “Possibly next week. Are you sure you don’t want me to take 
care of the dismissal?”
“No, I said I’d do it, Fred, but I want a replacement beforehand.” Roberta 
turned and walked out of his office, leaving me to scramble to keep up with her. 
When the empty elevator doors closed, Roberta turned to me and let out a large 
irritated groan. “Arrrrgghhh, men! Why do they try to do that to me?” I didn’t 
dare tell her that they probably didn’t take her seriously because of the way she 
dressed, but I just gave her a weak sympathetic smile and a shoulder shrug as if  
I were in agreement with her. She carried a defensive air about her as if  ready to 
pounce on anyone or anything that threatened her position. It wasn’t unusual, 
then, that she did all of her own hiring and firing. She wouldn’t let it get around 
that she let a man do her work. After all this was the 1970’s, and women were 
liberated!
I wasn’t convinced about the liberation, however. I was still unsure of what 
my place was in this company. Female managers were not paid much more than 
the clerical staff, but had a lot more responsibilities. Our male counterparts were 
paid more. They were invited to golf outings; we were invited to take the min­
utes at meetings. They were given tickets to the basketball game; we were given 
orders for coffee. I listened to many of Roberta’s lectures about the unfairness, 
and how some men thought that women couldn’t do men’s work. “As if  there 
was a distinction in the office!” she’d complain.
Still, I was confused about whether I should take on more responsibility from 
Roberta. What were the incentives? A chance to be made fun of like Roberta? 
Something inside drove Roberta on and I was curious to understand it.
Alice’s replacement was scheduled to begin on the first Monday in April 
which meant that we had to fire Alice on the preceding Friday - April 1 st. “Oh 
great,” I moaned to Roberta the night before, “we’re firing a girl with a last name 
of Blob on April Fools Day — nobody will believe it!”
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“Don’t worry, Charley, we’re doing the right thing for us and for her.”
“What?” I didn’t understand her.
“It’s obvious we need to get the work done and she’s unable to do it. I’ll 
explain that to her and talk to her about looking for a job more suitable for her.” 
She was right. The workload situation had gotten worse and Alice was having 
trouble keeping up. She couldn’t type, couldn’t handle the phone lines and was 
generally confused. Roberta added, “Toughen up, Charley; you don’t want the 
men around here to find out that you have any weakness.”
The night before the dismissal, we left the office with Roberta’s strategy in 
place. Somewhere in the darkness of early morning, I tried to turn off the alarm, 
but realized it was the phone ringing. “H ’lo?” I barely whispered into the mouth­
piece.
“Charley?” a loud voice shouted my name. “Charley, wake up — it’s Roberta!” 
She sounded wet and nasal like she had been crying.
“Roberta? Wha, what time is it?” I answered my own question by looking at 
the clock. “It’s 5 AM.” I said confused.
“Charley, listen to me, please. Steve had a heart attack. He’s in the hospital, 
I mean; we’re in the hospital.” She was crying and I was quickly sitting up. “He 
wants me to help him through it, Charley.” She paused between sobs and blew 
her nose. “Charley,” I waited for her to continue, “He’s reaching out for me, and 
I don’t want to lose him again.” Roberta was trying valiantly not to fall apart but 
let her defenses break down with this admission. After she told me the details 
and when she became a little more composed, I asked about the girlfriend.
“What about the other girl, the one with my name?”
“She’s gone, she never understood him, Charley, and he needs me.” She then 
added, “Please understand that I won’t be in today, so I need you to handle 
things.”
“Ok, I will.”
“Will you? Thanks, Charley. I’ll let you know how things go. Good luck with 
Alice.” She hung up or we got disconnected, but what I remember is sitting there 
looking at the receiver in shock. I finally hung up and tried to get back to sleep, 
but it was useless. I was going to have to fire someone later that day.
Showering, I remembered it was April Fools Day and wondered if  Roberta 
was playing a big joke on me. It was raining heavily and between each swipe of 
the windshield wipers, I hoped I’d see her sitting at her desk with a little grin on 
her face. When I walked into the department and saw her empty office, I knew 
the phone call wasn’t a joke.
Thinking only of the dreaded task ahead of me, I almost missed the typical 
array of April Fools Day jokes. The girls in the office usually had a hard time 
getting in on time but not today. Some had arrived early to disassemble chairs or 
tape down phones, and I watched as a few, giggling uncontrollably, emptied their 
hole punchers of the colorful confetti near the umbrella stands, full on this wet, 
soggy day.
The phone was ringing as I slashed through the toilet paper covering the 
entrance to my office. I prayed that it was Roberta saying “April Fool!” and let­
ting me know she’d be late because of the rain and traffic. “Charlene Jacobs,” I 
answered. I didn’t use Roberta’s nickname for me when I answered the phone. 
It didn’t feel right.
“Charley, Fred Gifford. We got a call that Roberta was called out of town for 
a family medical emergency. She called you, didn’t she?”
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“Yes,” I cautiously answered, wondering if  he would still consider Steve 
Greer, part of Roberta’s family. My guess was that she hadn’t given Mr. Gifford 
the whole story because it might conflict with her tough, masculine image.
“You are aware that today is the day Ms. Blob is to be released?”
“Yes, I’m aware.”
“Okay, then. Send her down to me about an hour before closing and I’ll have 
the paperwork ready and take care of it,” he offered. I almost said okay but 
something stopped me. My instincts said: Buy time, Charley, think carefully.
“Sorry, what did you say?”
“Send her down, Charley, and I’ll take care of it.” He repeated the words 
slowly and deliberately but I wasn’t listening. Instead, I heard Roberta’s voice say: 
“ Toughen up, CharlyP
The fog lifted.
“Thanks, but no” I told him, “I’ll pick up the paperwork and will take care of 
everything myself.
“Are you sure, Charley?” I could almost see his raised brows. “Sometimes 
Roberta . . . ”
“Positive.” I cut him short. “And Fred,” I hesitated, as another thought 
crossed my mind, “please call me Charlene.”
“Of course. I ’ll have everything ready for you. Good luck, Charlene.”
I called Alice in at four o’clock and gave her the news. Instead of a cold 
“Your services are no longer required by this company,” that Roberta always 
started with, I chose to have a conversation with her.
“Alice, I’m really sorry but we have to let you go.” We sat on the couch 
together, two people unsure of what the future would hold.
Alice slowly nodded her head and answered “That’s okay, I understand, 
Charlene.” She looked down at her hands and said “This job wasn’t really for me 
anyhow, and I was thinking of leaving soon.” She said that working there hadn’t 
helped her feel better about herself. “It’s hard to go around with a name that 
doesn’t describe who you think you are. People look at my name on those state­
ments and laugh. A. Blob. That’s what they think I am. But I’m not.” In spite 
of her name, Alice was trying to accept who she was. Understanding her better 
now, I still felt sorry to let her go, but knew I had to.
Afterward, I thought about what had happened and watched Alice quietly 
leave the building from my window. As she raised her umbrella over her head, a 
thousand or more colorful confetti sprinkled over her. I wondered what was in 
my umbrella.
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T h e  g i r l  w h o  n e v e r  g a v e  
u p ,  n o  m a t t e r  w h a t
Le y la  E ra sla n
there was a girl
who pushed against the W H O LE W O R LD
( really hard)
and it only made her feel
tiny
she was the only thing in 
her world
so she pushed against herself
day
in
and
day
out
the two bodies 
together
squeezed the ocean O U T of the earth
salty and poisonous with sorrow
she tried to put more people in it!
and they crushed her
she tried to make the world empty!
(invisible)
and she fell over
so she pushed against HERSELF
day
in
and
day
out
she simply didn’t know
how not to
push
2-5
S hannon Ha llam yer
I have fragments of poems 
all throughout my drawers—  
pieces of my heart torn 
from blood-seeping sores; 
idle hopes for completion 
within my control; 
the truths of creation 
dormant in my soul.
What my W ILL wills 
will be what is told, 
when secrets submerged 
emerge from this hold.
M e ta p h o r ic a l ly  T a n g ib le  Distance
Michelle Miller
An ocean between
Creates this unconquerable breach.
And nothing can be familiar again.
Is this what it feels like to be alone?
But I felt alone before you left.
The ocean has always existed.
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A stro lo g y
L ucian T u ckcr
To one, a light 
To others, a star.
Some, too blind to see.
Like a star, once gone, 
The image remains 
A  part of heart’s history.
A melia Longo
“sleep for the weary and dreams for us all" 
-Harry Nilsson
it is after one o’clock 
when I clamber into bed 
rustling quietly against you 
searching clumsily for skin 
but you kick out sweet morpheus 
so that the only thing between us 
is that blanket that white blanket 
which you lift to let me in
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V e n u s  in M e
K r is t e n  F i t z - M a u r ic e
Amid the glittering waters below
Lies tarnished coin as so
Sheltered in the hollow shell
Deep through darkness it once fell
Laying still in copper hue
Throughout the surface that’s reflecting you
Once passed upon a million hands
Lifelines hanging from a million strands
Muddled with smudges of desperate fingers
Buying a life in which they’ll linger
Coins thrown into a racing stream
A well of tears, a future dream
Deep within the darkest blue
Lays a sliver of what it true
Dive within this vacant void
Reach for passions that which you’ve toyed
Feel the chill climb up your spine
Ears and eyes numbed with drunken wine
Water pressure leans on your face
Pumping downward at a heart beats race
Lungs are full of nervous air
Swollen with all a heart can spare
Hands reach out and fumble among
To find the coin from which you’ve sprung
Clasp it in you cold wet grasp
And don’t release your tensions clasp
Dig your toes into the graining soil
Push away from darkness’s toil
Open eyes to see shattered light
Piercing the dark water of night
Break the surface and emerge within
Becoming new within your skin
A tarnished coin sparkles under the sun
And now you see the life you’ve spun
A naked torso unclothed to the world
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Into the grass with souls unfurled 
With back to the hollow hole within 
Behind you throw in a whirling spin 
That glittering coin into waters below 
So it can lay at rest, tarnished as so.
T h a t  T a s t e
A mElia L ongo
that taste
distant yet familiar
never
could bring
me back to my senses
but was
enough
to make me wonder if 
I had
any at all
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P unk in  B oo ts
L e y la  E r a s la n
Definitively black, because black matches everything, more often then not my 
mood. The glinting silver zippers resembling teeth, the fangs of my generation 
ready to take this world whole. And they’re up to here, because I’ve had it up to 
here. Fuck you, society, you pretentious, Know-Nothing, war mongering, profit- 
philiac, narrow minded, right wing nazi fucking capitalist pig, my footwear says. 
Every step carries weight, because I’m going places. I’ve got eyes and a mind, and 
both are open. I know what’s up when I’m downtown, stomping through the sea 
of senseless social victims. M y patent leather boots lets the whole world know 
I’m more then willing to step on a few toes on my way to truth, justice, and the 
unAmerican way. These shoes have been an indication of individualism, a sym­
bol of my fucking spirit for what seems like since time began-they’re so durable 
and rugged, endless like the rebellion in my young, wild heart. Don’t try to con­
tain me!, or rain on my parade, because these fucking shoes are water proof, baby, 
and your tears roll right off ‘em. The stomp of my boots say more then the del­
icate clicking of your Nine West Stilettos or your Aldo dress casual loafers, or 
whatever corporate fashion you choose to don. Get the fuck out of my way, you 
herds of business men and chic queens, cause I’m on a mission. Me and my bad 
ass boots got places to go, people to see, and ideas to kick in from the outside. 
These boots are me. Now available in Rage Against Monotony Red, Punk Ass 
Plaid, and Beyond the Norm Blue for only $99.99. Like I said, I got places to go 
to—my local outlet mall, to Punker’s Paradise to make my fashion statement that 
much louder and more obnoxious.
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L i f e  is  B e a u t i fu l
Francesca Lo Basso
In my mind he’s always kneeling on a barren hardwood floor with his hair 
falling in his eyes and a paintbrush in his hand. Images poured from his fingers 
like rain. The pictures were always the same: hidden faces obscured by explo­
sive clouds raining blood onto cracked pavement pock-marked by bullet casings. 
Not exactly Dr. Seuss. But it was his knees I always remember. He would kneel 
on that floor for hours in his thrift store jeans with the big 80s style holes that 
exposed his white flesh. Unflinching. Immovable. No sound except the twitch­
ing of his paintbrush. His chest didn’t even seem to move; it was like he stopped 
breathing. Like he was Christ resurrected every time a drawing erupted from his 
head to his hand to a piece of plain white paper. He’d always stand up abruptly 
when he was done with this dazed look on his face — like someone had yanked 
him to his feet. Half the time I don’t think he realized I was even there. His eyes 
never really came back into focus until nighttime when we went to the Starbucks 
on the corner of Lexington and 34th. He’d always get a Grande, regular, black. 
He didn’t see the point in complications like sweeteners.
So we’re sitting across from each other. It’s always the same table — the third 
one from the back. The one underneath the broken light. It used to spasm on 
and off rapidly bursting yellow drops of fluorescence on us. He would say he 
liked the inconsistency — it felt honest. They finally fixed the bulb though. Now 
it just shines white instead of yellow.
So we’re across from each other. He’s sipping his coffee slowly. His eyes cir­
cling the room; he’s taking in the patrons, making mental pictures, remembering 
freckles and umbrellas and watches.
“That guy’s watch is Piaget. 18K gold wristband. Who needs a six thousand 
dollar watch!? All it does is remind you that you’re dying. That this is life and it’s 
ending one moment at a time.”
I have to swallow my frappicino with delicacy before responding. I want to 
think he’s kidding. That he’s having a bad day. That he’s upset or disgruntled or 
in the mood to be melodramatic. But he’s not. He’s serious. And I have to blot 
my lips with my napkin to think of a way to respond.
“It’s not always about death you know.”
He leans in now, ready for the fight. That half smile on his lips. Never full. 
Never sincere. Just there. Necessary. “No. It isn ’t all about death. It’s about 
time. Think Schopenhauer. It is because of time that ‘all our pleasures and joys 
disappear in our hands.’ They’re gone — always gone. So-called hopes and 
dreams are illusions people tell themselves they have so they can get married and 
have kids and get a job and feel that they are accomplishing something. But they 
get divorced and their kids go to college and end up wracking up two 
MasterCards’ worth of therapy bills and they get laid off because there’s a 
Republican in office and now what do they have? Time ticks off the hours and 
the days and the years while illusions fade in the background.”
My nails are tapping on the Formica table top — their red polish staining the 
surface. “Maybe it’s more complicated than that. Maybe not everything is black
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and white. Maybe people fill their ‘foolish’ heads with something ridiculous like 
the hope that they won’t die alone with a splintered wicker rocking chair and two 
dozen hairless cats for a reason. Because just maybe, people need illusions to sur­
vive.”
He scoffs — like it’s me that’s absurd. “Please. People stupid enough to bury 
themselves under the weight of philandering delusions deserves the slap they get 
when reality lands on their front porch. All people do anymore is overcompli­
cate their lives; trying to keep the illusions neady stacked behind the bulwark of 
morals that say it’s ok to buy khakis produced in child sweatshops from 
Abercrombie & Fitch, but not to wear that coat made out of rabbit fur. We could 
blow up Russia with the push of a button but apparendy we have to wait anoth­
er ten years to find out whether butter or margarine is healthier for us! No one 
ever wants the easy answer — everyone would rather hide behind their double- 
bolted doors with the two-thousand dollar home security system glowing green 
into the night and pretend that everything’s ok. How can you want to be some 
conformist piece of cattle running to catch up to the herd just to be slaugh­
tered?”
“Who died and made you Judge Judy? What right have you to pass such lofty 
views on anyone!? And you’re wrong anyway. Everyone’s goal is to oversimpli­
fy life. Why else do you think we have this fast food economy where even liquor 
stores are drive through!? Computers and palm pilots keep getting smaller and 
lighter and faster so they can fit into Dolce & Gabbana purses and Marc Jacobs 
black suede messenger bags. We have hands free communication and voice acti­
vated navigation systems next to our steering wheels. It’s all about making life 
easy. Too easy. You want to play this game? Try Nietzsche and his idea of how 
we’ve made everything around us ‘clear and free and easy and simple!’ People 
think that by making phones that can fit in the palm of one’s hand, that they are 
somehow making themselves immortal. That the Atkins diet and the South 
Beach Diet and white meat chicken nuggets from McDonald’s are going to add 
an extra year onto their lives. People are ignorant on purpose — making them­
selves oblivious by reveling in the fact that they can talk to someone in Uruguay 
with a videophone. Everything is too simple. Too easy. Information is available 
with the click of a mouse, but what do we do with it? Nothing.”
“That’s absurd. Why would people want to simplify anything? Who wants to 
live any longer than necessary?”
“You can’t live your life waiting for death, you know.”
He pauses. I can see him sucking in a breath. His mind turning over itself, 
pulling emotions from the folds. He leans in, I can smell the coffee on his breath, 
and he says, ‘W hy not?” I can’t help the sigh that escapes my lips. It’s always 
death with him. Suddenly I have to go. I’m going somewhere with someone for 
something. And as I’m pushing back my chair and reaching for the door, I can 
still see him at the table. Third one from the back. His knee up on the chair, his 
chin resting on it as his eyes are in someone else’s mind on the other side of the 
room.
When I go to his apartment the next day he’s not there. It’s a little after 11:00 
in the morning, but the kitchen light is on, in the sink is a stack of empty mugs 
stained with coffee, and the coffee pot is beginning to overheat. I turn left, down 
the narrow hallway, into the living room. And it’s black. All black. His salvation 
army couch and coffee table have been pushed against the walls and the empty 
hardwood floor is covered. Lined up in perfectly neat rows from front to back,
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from side to side, are sheet after sheet of pages from his sketchpad, placed so 
precisely beside one another that they form one sheet of paper. And every white 
square has been covered by black charcoal sketches of bleeding hands, hands 
squeezing human hearts, hands grasped in fists. Row after row after row. And 
written on top of all the faces in something cherry red it says: ‘Life with its 
hourly, daily, weekly, yearly, little greater, and great misfortunes, with its deluded 
hopes and its accidents destroying all our calculations, bears so distinctly the 
impression of something with which we must become disgusted. . . Nothing at 
all is worth our striving.’ ” I’m on the fourth floor of his apartment building but 
I think my stomach is somewhere in the basement being burned in the heater. 
All I can do is stand there. The light hitting me like a cold sweat through his cur­
tain-less windows.
I leave immediately.
All I can think of is that it’s too simple. I’m sitting on the curb in front of 
his building with the wind pushing at my back, and all I can think of is that we 
make life too simple. It’s either good or bad. Perfect or horrible. For him it was 
bad. Perpetually imperfect. Yes maybe in life all good things are vanity, but you 
have to push through them anyway. We need our illusions to function. Maybe 
that’s wrong. Maybe we’re just pulling the wool over our eyes. But we need to 
survive somehow. Maybe identifying that society is skewed because of its invet­
erate need to attach itself to things that are infinite and imperishable, and tearing 
down those beliefs can work for individuals with strong resolutions and unwa­
vering mental health, but what about the others? What about those teetering on 
the brink of complete self-annihilation as it is? How can you tell those people 
that whatever they were clinging to is false? We need illusions. But him with his 
paintbrush and his vintage jeans and barren hardwood floors doesn’t have any 
illusions left.
So I leave.
I know I’ll hear from him. I always do. There’s always that panic in the back 
of my mind, like a splinter in my brain, where I think it’ll be a phone call from a 
hospital, but all I can do is hope it’s not. So he just shows up the next day. At 
my door. It’s one in the morning. His hair is matted, he’s wearing the same 
clothes from two days before, and there’s still charcoal on his fingers from the 
drawings he’d done. I tell him to sit down. The normal questions like “how are 
you?” don’t apply. I make tea because there’s nothing else to do. He’s sitting on 
the couch, not moving, his hands folded in front of him, staring at something I 
can’t see. I sit across from him, and without looking up, he says, “You never 
answered my question. Why not just wait for death? Isn’t it the ultimate punish­
ment? . . . Are we being punished?”
What do you say? Do you say that life is full of tragedy. That life is suffer­
ing and perishability and transience. That happiness is never continual or com­
plete. Do you remind him that the reason we use our ignorance to gain “knowl­
edge” — knowledge of what we want to know rather than what exists — is because 
we’re scared; because we’re afraid of dying. Afraid of being truthful. That to be 
content one can’t try for it. That to truly be happy would require an entire 
restructuring of your life. A tearing down of all your old values — leaving you 
with nothing — before you could fill yourself up with the right ones.
No. You don’t.
You say, “Life is hard, but it’s beautiful.” You say, “It’s not a punishment, it’s 
a gift.” You say, “It’s painful now, but it’ll be ok.”
Because what else can you say?
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M ason  S o n n e t : C a rp e  D ie m
HannaH LopEr
In love, once graced, yet fell into the sea 
And floated on cherry blossoms pink. 
How so I hid from what I yearned to hold 
And waited for a love to come to me.
But love waits not for gentle souls I think 
And disappears among the air so cold; 
Inside this empty void I must be bold.
O f lonely tears my heart will surely sink 
And drown upon a tide of sorrows deep 
If lest I wait to seize my missing link.
I loved you once yet blindly did I see 
My soul, so frail but now I take the leap 
To cherish what I was too scared to keep 
And seize the day to love eternally
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U nrelig ious
C hristina CurriE
This is the day I chose not to be religious
The day I chose to wear a Gothic symbol around my neck
Instead of a cross
The one that was a gift
From a good friend
This is the day I skipped Sunday Mass 
And did not receive communion 
I made the conscious decision too 
The second I realized my family had,
Once again,
Left me behind.
This is the day I spent church hour 
In an old familiar place
O.L.G.C. basketball; I feel like an eighth grader
Having recess out here
How carefree I was then
I am by myself now
I take a few snapshots
Empty court, lonely grass
Quiet yard
Here I am now
A priest saying prayers
He seems rushed; We later find out he is
His homily sounds rehearsed and memorized
Said over and over
Impersonal, there just to be there
I sit here
While the rest of my family stands closer
But I sit back
Crying but silent and still
This is the day I watched my grandfather take his last breath of life
This is the day I chose not to be religious
May 16, 2004
R e d  w h i te  B lu e s
Vernon Preston
“I, too, sing,” he said as metal bees 
injected him with a venom that tore his life apart 
and made him scratch at the pock-marked arm, 
revealed when he rolled up his dingy cuff.
The American dream, for him, proved to be nothing but 
shooting stars, 
birthday candles, 
wishing wells.. . .
A  dream never realized.
His eyes glazed over and saliva 
trickled down his cheek.
A  dirty face and beautiful blue eyes 
cry. To her, poverty is infinity: 
it is all she knows.
Forced to grow alone, she has more responsibility at seven 
than her parents had at sixteen.
Finding food in anyplace 
home anywhere,
her golden hair is burgundy with nastiness from the street. 
At night, when her stomach growls, she sleeps,
Pretending it is a rocket-ship, taking her to the moon.
A  man lives in darkness, tormented.
What is he?
And feelings he can’t control.
The manacles mandated by mores are broken when
he walks into light
and out of the shadows shame casts
at the office,
by his neighbors,
by his family.. . .
Alone, afraid, he struggles to stand in the sunlight.
But he is no longer in the darkness.
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I f  W e  w e re  m e a n t  to  b e
Hannah Loper
I am not clairvoyant 
About the raging seas,
Perceiving when the tides shall come 
To drown the summer breeze.
Now am I a soothsayer,
Predicting fated Ides.
So pardon my fervent haste 
For drifting in the tides.
I stumbled upon you 
My blinded eyes, alas,
Disregarded your importance.
If life were just an hourglass,
Then, I would foresee 
If I reversed the time,
What I should have seen,
Our endless love sublime.
If I had known then 
That we were meant to be,
I would have paused 
To treasure your sincerity.
But I let the moment pass 
As the growing sands descended 
Upon my weary soul,
Never knowing the intended.
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N u m b e r s
T h e  D i f f e r e n c e  B e t w e e n  
a  W o m e n  a n d  a  M a n
A llison Ours
There is one main difference 
Between a woman and a man 
For the woman is the sea 
While her mate is the land.
The sea is a cradle 
For many forms of life 
And it has the instincts 
O f a mother or a wife.
Women change like the 
Tides of the ocean 
And you must beware,
For they’re just as full of emotion
Women relentlessly 
Tear others to bits 
Just as the stormy seas 
Sink the greatest ships.
But when the sea is calm,
You can see to its depths 
Just as when a woman tells you 
O f all the tears she’s wept.
For women can be shallow,
But they’re usually deep,
Hiding their feelings
Like fish hide in the murky sea.
Women continually try 
To change each man 
Just as the sea 
Erodes the land.
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And just like small rivers 
Make up the sea,
So is a woman
Made up of her memories.
Women can be confusing 
Like the fickle ocean breeze,
But their beauty stretches to the horizon, 
As far as the eye can see.
They are as different to men 
As night is to day.
So men are the land
Which surround each woman’s bay.
Men are as diverse 
As the vast terrains;
Their personalities can be sunny 
O r harsher than the pouring rain.
Just as the land is 
Composed of carnivores,
So are men driven 
By the glory of war.
Men are the deserts
With their tempers that swelter,
But they are also the forests 
That provide safety and shelter.
Men are the nomads 
Exploring without fear;
Men are the pioneers 
Looking for a final frontier.
There are some similarities 
Between women and men.
For they are both lacking
And looking for the one to complete them.
They are the same
In that they search for something more.
So they come together
Where the water meets the shore.
Without one another,
The two cannot exist.
So the shoreline holds them together 
And seals them with a kiss.
B erlin
Drew  Stephan
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V i n c e n t  v a n  G o g h :  
C afe Terrace at N ig h t ,  S t a r r y  N ig h t  
O v e r  th e  R h o n e
CKF
I  wrote this ju s t  because someone told me to, but I  remembered I  had seen an article the 
day I wrote it. Theo van Gogh, the filmmaker and great grandson o f  Theodorus van Gogh 
(Vincent van Gogh’s brother, who had helped him considerably), was found murdered. —Nov. 
3, 2004
The warmth of this village will not leave me. My last night in this quaint 
endroit, I’d like to have a small cup of coffee under the warm lights of this cafe. 
The pungent aroma of the cup sends me into a state of dreaming while the 
small, distant murmur of the other cafe-goers along with the slight chink of 
the silverware unruffles me before the trip.
I stir my coffee once more, pick up some grains of sugar from the table 
with my finger, and try to have one last taste of the atmosphere. Then, onto 
the shadows of cobbled streets I step. Plain, quiet couples whisper their way 
home and I head further into the darkness.
As I step outside the skirts of the village, the miniature lights flash faintly, 
outshined by the stars. The giant cypress extends upwards like a flame threat­
ening to burn the beauty of the sky. The crisp wind that I feel on my cheek 
seems to swirl the clouds and stars into a sea of light and confusion— extend­
ing my dream. I want to be carried away by those waves of clouds: a journey 
to those distant stars and that inviting Moon. The kindness of this village and 
my surroundings promise to embrace me, only for tonight.
The images are crisp at this port. The clouds hide under the dark blanket of 
the night while the stars linger attentively upon us. The lanterns from the boats 
barely sway in the ripples of the river. The wind even seems to have stopped 
teasing me. I think I’ve awoken from that endless dream.
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D aw n o f  R e v e la t io n
Francesca Lo Basso
Ok, so his name’s Bob. Wait. No it’s not. No one’s named Bob anymore in 
the land of voice-activated cell phones and therapists for every day of the week. 
People are named things like Madison and Zora. So there’s this guy. And his 
name is Spenser. Spenser is leaning on an old oak kitchen table littered with 
scratches and burns. His hair is even messier then normal — he looks like he’s 
been awake for a solid thirty-six hours with coffee-induced circles under his eyes 
and a day’s worth of stubble grating his chin. A half-lit Marlboro is hanging 
between his thin fingers as he gestures so profusely that the red cigarette butt 
leaves an arc of smoke in the air. His shirt’s wrinkled and his voice is hoarse, but 
he’s on his knees now, kneeling on the chair.
“. . . oh please, it’s propaganda! Tax cuts! Uh-huh — for the wealthiest one 
percent. For those who don’t need it. Affluent middle-aged straight white guys 
with NRA membership cards and thousand dollar comb-overs. Oh wait — I just 
described CONGRESS. Whatever happened to maximizing the good. What 
about the other ninety-nine percent?” Spenser paused to take a drag on his cig­
arette, but Ethan didn’t even bother responding. He knew it was a statement only 
momentarily masked as a question.
“This is basic math here: a couple hundred people or a couple million! Ask 
any first grader with an AMA approved backpack on wheels and a pencil case 
designed by the Olsen Twins, which percent is more and they will easily tell you 
the answer. More means more. If  there are more people, then there should be 
more people being helped then the other way around. But instead the propor­
tions are all wrong. Why is everything so freaking difficult!? It’s all just a formu­
la. Science, man, science. It’s all just numbers. The stock market, money, 
machines, cars, supply and demand, seller, consumer. Everything is written down 
and typed up and ordered and organized and listed and classified. This is capi­
talism, not feudalism. This is a new kind of happiness my friend — what age are 
you living in!”
This time Spenser doesn’t say anything for more than ten seconds so Ethan 
sits up. This one is actually a question. Ethan licks his lips and replies, “Yeah but 
what about intent? All you are talking about is the aftermath. The product to 
the equation — but what about the variables? You’re saying you don’t like the 
decision the suits made, but you’re not saying if  they’re right or wrong. Where’s 
the morality?”
Spenser is back to his lethargic stature: slouching in the chair, his feet splayed 
before him, the perpetual cigarette dangling from his lips, arms crossed over his 
chest. “Oh please, E. You have to be kidding me. You can’t possibly agree with 
them!? You’re so far left you make Dennis Leary look like a prude!”
“Oh God I’d choke on my own spit before I sided with a Republican, but 
that’s not the point. In this case you’re on the side of morality, but what if  the 
tables were turned? What if  the majority were rich conservative Reaganites? 
Should they still get the break?”
Spenser gives a half-smile -  like he is pretending to concede to Ethan -  before
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he says, “I’d cut out my tongue, but yeah. More is more. It’s all about maximiz­
ing the good.”
Ethan sighs and says, “Fine. Then what’s ‘the good?’ ”
“The ‘good’ just is; it defies definition.”
“Uh-huh.”
“Hello! Do you ever read anything besides the backs of cereal boxes — ”
“Yeah, but you don’t!”
Spenser just waves his hand as if  brushing the comment away before contin­
uing with, “O f course I do. It’s called education.”
“Yeah, for me\ For you it’s called using whatever big word you heard a bunch 
of college students talking about at Starbucks!” Ethan jolts up from the table 
and slings his black messenger bag over his shoulder. “I’m outta here!” He stalks 
to the door and wrenches it open; as it begins to swing shut behind him, he can 
hear, “Fine! Conform to all those peace and love neo-hippies with visions of 
utopia and no theory to back it up!”
Ethan runs down the three flights of stairs of Spenser’s dilapidated apartment 
building and onto the street. He pulls a crumpled pack o f Camels out of the 
front zipper of his bag and puts one in his mouth. He doesn’t smoke, but he 
likes the feel of cigarettes and the way they look. He’s muttering to himself as 
he trudges down 59th Street. A girl walks past him with neon pink streaks in her 
hair and a little silver dragon stud in her nose. She blows a big bubble of cotton 
candy-blue gum and asks him if  he has the time.
“The time? The time! A time of consequentialist values where good people 
aren’t good, but merely full of useless intentions! Whatever happened to 
progress? Whatever happened to the idea of respect — and duty? To doing 
something for another person because he or she is a person instead of reducing 
people to these mindless automatons that can’t think for themselves!? What 
about universal law? Is nothing in natch' good — that’s impossible! Killing is wrong. 
Everyone knows that. And what about personal beliefs? Do they matter? God! 
He’s so full of bull —”
“Time. I asked you for the time.”
“Quarter to three.”
She continues to walk down the street without so much as a sideways glance 
at Ethan — well, hey, it’s New York — and leaves him standing in the middle of the 
sidewalk. Unlit cigarette in hand. Mouth agape. Questions tumbling around in 
his head like a handful of dice.
So it’s 6:30 in the morning with the sun only just peeking over the horizon 
and rays of light slithering into his apartment through the cream-colored 
Venetian blinds, when there’s a knock at his door. Ethan lets it go until the third 
frantic pounding when he finally rolls himself out o f bed and ambles down the 
hall. Spenser brushes past him and into the kitchen. He starts a pot of coffee 
and flings himself onto Ethan’s white Scandinavian modern sofa, lit Marlboro 
already in his mouth. Ethan’s still standing in the entryway, brass doorknob in 
hand.
“Good morning to you too,” he mumbles rubbing his eyes. Spenser just 
smiles. He’s wearing the same clothes he had on yesterday; his five o’clock shad­
ow having progressed to past seven.
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“So I’ve been thinking,” begins Spenser.
“What good ever came of that?” mutters Ethan.
Spenser ignores him — as Ethan knew he would — and continues: “You asked 
me where the morality was yesterday. But I think you missed the point. You have 
to stop thinking of morality in these conventional ‘good and evil’ terms. It’s all 
about the greatest happiness principle; actions that produce happiness are right 
and those that don’t, aren’t.”
“Oh God, Spense. No philosophy until after I’ve had coffee.”
“E, listen up,” Spenser was leaning over again, his eyes a blue fire, “we’re talk­
ing revolution here. Being subversive. Screw whatever you think you know. 
Imagine a world where consequences were calculated. Where justice actually 
existed because impartiality ruled instead of red tape.”
“Now who’s talking about utopia?” Ethan’s hand hangs loosely over the plas­
tic Black & Decker pot handle, the coffee forgotten. “So what are you saying — 
only consequences matter? The ends justify the means. How Machiavellian of 
you.”
“Screw the means. This is selfless action here. Everyone counts the same as 
everyone else. This is democracy, not monarchy.”
“So then you’re saying if  you had kids they would count the same as anyone 
else?”
“Yes.”
“And you’re ok with that? Don’t you think they should be excluded from the 
general ‘everyone?’ ”
“No. Because they are part of everyone. If my kid was the next Hitler and 
he wanted to kill 6 million Jews, I couldn’t say that’s ok just because he’s my son.” 
The sun is glaring through the east windows, reflecting off the crystal glasses 
stacked in the sink. Ethan walks out of the kitchen and into the adjoining living 
room — standing in front of Spenser.
“So,” says Ethan, “this is the new world. No more Hitlers. No more 
Holocausts. But that can only be if  everyone adheres to the same principles — if  
everyone believes in the ‘greatest happiness’ together.”
“O f course. You are just as responsible for the actions you fail to perform as 
those you do — it’s like Dante said: the worst circle of hell is reserved, not for 
murderers and rapists, but apathetic people who stand by and do nothing.”
“So inaction is just as treacherous as the wrong action.”
“Yeah.”
“So there’s pleasure all around — a regular carnival ride.”
“Well yeah, but it’s not just about pleasure. It’s not like you’re just an animal 
with no thoughts, but only inclinations.”
“It’s a deeper happiness.”
“Yeah; a deeper happiness.” Spenser lets a curl of smoke unravel between his 
lips and fills the gap between him and Ethan. “So what do you think E?”
“I think you’re insane Spense, but I also think you have a point. This is like 
a visionary concept. It removes the biggest problem our country has — apathy. 
People don’t vote, people don’t make informed decisions, they don’t contact their 
congressmen and women, they don’t try and buy goods not produced by the 
hands of ten year olds in dilapidated factories in China -  all because they don’t 
have the time. Because they’re apathetic. They’d rather sit and watch people buy­
ing and selling each other on The bachelor instead of picking up a newspaper.” 
Spenser is leaning back again — the eggshell white cushions molding around
him. The red-orange glow of the cigarette seems to match the golden-blue haze 
erupting from his eyes. Ethan continues talking:
“And it’s selfless. It seems heardess, but it’s the only true objectivity one can 
have. Detachment is necessary.”
“Your own bliss is as important or inconsequential as everyone else’s — you’re 
a spectator of your own life.”
“Yeah, that.”
Spenser smiles — smoke slinking from between his teeth like a serpent’s 
tongue. This is what he eats for breakfast.
“So how do you feel E? This is enlightenment. The dawn o f revelation.” 
Ethan reaches out and takes the nearly burnt cigarette from Spenser’s hand.
“Dawn of revelation,” and he blows a long curl of smoke into the hazy morn­
ing sunshine that tints everything in the room orange.
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~*Death: Snowman’s Lament*-
As the days grow warmer 
and the chill of winter goes.
I am no longer the charmer, 
with a pipe and a button nose.
My body is melting 
I’m turning to mush.
My cute smile and winter girth 
Are now nothing but slush.
Can they remember the joy?
O r the laugher I gave?
To each girl and boy,
O f every possible age?
But I can feel myself slipping 
With each passing day 
The warm hand of death gripping 
and melting me away.
The children have no more use, 
for their creation and friend.
So tightens the noose, 
as the season of giving ends.
~*Life: Oak’s Rejoice*-
Do not doubt your worth, 
for I am here because of you. 
When you melted into the earth 
I arose from the morning dew.
Your pain and sorrow transformed 
into my silky hands and hair.
As what’s left of your deformed 
snowy-self melts in despair.
Grateful am I, who grows in the sun, 
as your bane makes you small.
You don’t know you have a son 
Who is happy and growing tall.
My ode to you father who is no more 
is my shade to all those in need 
of rest and peace on the earth’s floor. 
It was you who watered my seed.
You’ll live through me and my kin, 
you are forgotten by no one.
As your spirit lifts without sin 
To the kingdom in the sun.
O c t o b e r  2 0 C M *
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Pure affection
Like riding on the back of your companion’s wheel chair
Feeling the wind
As she guides you
The peace of a quiet love
Is the breeze that passes your heads
And lifts your hair
Smiling, you both ride on
Q c ie  to  M i)  M o c lo n g b iV J
Christina Kraniclmann
When I walked into the crowded hall 
I didn’t intend to find you on the wall 
But there you were shining in the light 
I knew then I’d have you that night.
I snatched you from the row of stands, 
held you gently in my shaking hands, 
and placed you in my jet black car.
You were the very best of them by far.
When you opened up and sang to me, 
t’was like lullaby from a rose-wood tree. 
You made me feel like a superstar.
Without money or love or a fancy car.
When I hold your body in my right arm, 
You’re no longer “the six-string alarm”. 
We’ve grown close over this short time. 
Would I be happy now if you weren’t mine?
Unlike human lovers who’s time will pass, 
Leaving my poor heart shattered like glass. 
Your only purpose is to sate my lust,
For something greater than sex or trust.
You might not have a soul or mind,
The ability to love or to be kind.
But you have no claws or teeth to bite,
Just the sound of music filling the night.
I keep you locked away just for me 
So no ones jealous eyes will see:
The power within your heart of wood.
If only the other lovers understood:
How you make the loneliness go away 
And how you force happiness to stay.
As sounds of love and loneliness 
Spill out of my clumsy caress.
Oh! My many eye’d songbird of choice 
Let my fingertips never distort your voice. 
Let the melodies flow in endless song 
With each other is where we belong.
V V ° rm w o o d
Mikl Gallon
I saw Star Wormwood fall 
in the desert.
Plunging downward 
in the name of MOAB and 
Moloch.
A  new god is come.
Thunder and fear and torn 
flesh on the ground.
Sands turn into a sea of 
blood and guts and gore.
The millions raise their 
voices in dark tribute,
Dark worship,
Dark hatred.
All fear and terror and 
horror are yours, all- 
murdering comet...
I saw the Temple of Mars rise 
out of the crater,
Built of bones and bile and 
brains,
Built around this dark idol, 
the Star Wormwood.
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I see heaven on the horizon,
Only a fly’s breath from reality.
All things cave in,
Bending to the center—
To the fate that awaits them.
Raise your arms to the light; 
There is no power to change it—  
Fight or flee,
It will still sink—
Buried in the sand
With the screams of a nation.
Stand in silence—
The time is near:
Let it go;
Let it fall;
Let it sleep;
Let it be.
Let it run;
Let it die;
Let it bleed;
Let it rest.
Dust into dust
Seasons’ lives are unwound.
Born on a journey,
We are all homebound.
December 7, 2003
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we Separate
Intimidate
you Integrate
but we kill you anyway
can’t Commiserate 
inmate
ya took the bait
(you Overate)
and Now you’re bleeding
don’t recriminate 
just Lie in wait 
we’ll Desecrate 
all your ambition
and
By
the
Way
Flutter on By 
butterfly
ain’t Nothin you can do here 
that won’t be Undone
Somebody Mlssed V ou
W a y P  ow n  M e r e
A5HLILY McGuire.
Verse I:
Goodbye, I guess, so long, see ya later
head off in your own direction - where you want to be.
But I think I’d take it a lot easier, baby, 
if I knew that you were missin’ me.
People been walkin’ right on me - I got prints on my back. 
Though I won’t do much complainin’ when complainin’ is old 
and it’s cornin’ way after the fact.
Verse 2:
When I moved too slow - took my own good time 
the world overwhelmed me 
and pushed me aside.
I fell down to where they just move over me 
I fell to where they care not to see.
Baby come to your senses - quick 
part the crowds and rescue me.
Chorus:
Somebody missed you way down here 
somebody wanted a little company.
Somebody wanted some light down here 
‘Cause it was just to dark to see.
Somebody’s fingers are longin’ for embrace 
but they’re only scrapin’ cross the ground 
Please help me save me pull me free.
Come on down, baby, come on down.
Verse 3:
Somebody missed you way down there 
‘cause you were their reason and rhyme.
But somebody’s cryin’ out for your attention 
and they feel like they’re runnin’ out of time. 
Stop and think for a second - 
Reach down through the darkness - 
Then quietly say, “Dear,”
“Somebody missed you way up here.”
Chorus
Somebody missed you way up here.
Way up here.
(C o lone l fv tU5ta rd 5s (J u d o rn g
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I didn’t want to admit it;
It was easier to lie
And hide the hurt and emptiness,
To smile instead of cry.
I didn’t want to face the fact 
That my life was full of pain.
And I longed to stop my bleeding heart, 
And maybe smile again.
But I let fear control my thoughts 
And doubt consume my mind.
I’ve forgotten how to trust—
I’ve been hurt too many times.
I hid my problems from everyone—
No one knows where I’ve been.
I built a wall around my heart,
But you begged me to let you in.
And as much as I wanted to,
My head kept saying “no.”
Luckily, my heart stepped in 
And I began to let go.
I laid down my burden 
And my walls began to chip.
You took my hand in yours,
And I just walked away from it.
I have overcome my hurt 
And forgotten all the lies.
I’m learning how to forgive and heal.
As the scales fall from my eyes.
I finally found someone to confide in 
And I can uncork all my emotion 
As I bottle up my common sense 
And toss it in the ocean.
I’m giving you my trust and love,
Please do not forsake it.
I’m placing my heart in the palm of your hand, 
Please promise not to break it.
The borders of Love are boundless, 
Expanding past jagged ridges 
Desolate cliffs
And summits that seem insurmountable.
No tunnels run through these obstacles, 
Nor bridges over the rivers of 
Loneliness 
And bitterness.
There are no easy roads in or out.
Some stay their entire lives 
Most come and go.
Despite how hard it is.
Despite how hard it is
Love still grows without 
Limits. And although it is 
Stuck in a hard place, it learns 
To encompass it all.
VURNON P RUST ON
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All these feelings 
Built up inside 
Behind the walls 
In which I hide.
The walls are thick 
To withstand life’s twisters 
And soundproof so screams 
Sound like mere whispers.
Within this cage 
Is where I stay,
Bitter, lonesome,
And locked away.
I send a representative 
To live my life 
And report back to me 
O f the day’s strife.
This clone is 
Who I send to greet 
Each person that 
I’m forced to meet.
So no one knows 
My true identity;
They’ve met my envoy,
Not the real me.
I’ve tried to trust 
And let people in,
But they only condemn me 
For my sins.
I long to find one worth 
To whom I can give the key 
To open my heart 
And dissolve my insecurity.
Although this one 
I’ve tried to find,
I’ve only been broken—
Heart, soul, and mind.
Sometimes the people 
That we hold so close 
Are the ones who 
We should fear the most.
And so I carry 
A  load of regret 
Next to my bundle 
O f pain and upset.
Sometimes it’s easier 
To tell a lie—
To fake a smile 
Instead of cry.
For most people 
Don’t care anyway 
No matter how deep 
The root of your pain.
But still I long 
For someone to see 
The troubles stirring 
Deep within me.
In a fit of anger 
I use my fists.
And in my darkest depression, 
I slit my wrists.
They were outward showings 
O f inward pain,
But the world labeled me 
As being insane.
Buried and forgotten 
Behind closed doors 
Was the girl who society 
Chose to ignore.
Now the real me 
Has come to the fore 
Proclaiming independence 
And refusing to go quietly anymore
Screaming my message 
With deliberate cacophony 
Confident and unafraid of 
Being hurt or lonely.
Although disappointed,
I was finally awoken 
By all of life’s promises 
That have been broken.
I stand onstage honest, naked,
And without my mask 
To take on
A most laborious task:
To tell the world 
What they need to hear—
That we’re letting others 
Live in pain and fear.
I know because I am 
One such girl 
Waiting to be saved 
In this cold, dark world.
You pass us by everyday 
Hoping we will go away.
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In this solitary little room lived a little, soft pink piglet. Litde faint specs of 
white snow had been falling for three days. Arid there sat the litde, soft pink 
piglet at the window sill, sniff-sniffing Winter.
As his room was one floor from the ground, the litde, soft pink piglet watched 
as the sphere-like clumps of snowflakes whirled in a graceful dance before land­
ing on the blanketed ground of snow. Watching them, the piglet opened his win­
dow, climbed onto the ledge, and jumped off from the second floor. His little, 
soft, pink fur landed on a fluff of snow. But soon the piglet was sinking as he 
realized his warm, furry body (yes, it was a piglet with soft, pink, winter fur) was 
melting the cushiony snow. Once the snow under him melted away, the litde, soft 
pink piglet felt a small, uncomfortable lump against his back.
It was a door just a litde piglet’s size. The door was faint grey with a peculiar 
knob shaped for a piglet’s hoof to turn. With ease, the little, soft pink piglet 
opened the door. Inside, all the litde piglet could see was a long staircase that led 
a winding path.
As he placed a hoof onto the first step, the winter cold shut behind him, and 
he turned blueberry-purple. Another step and he was banana-yellow. Then, 
again he was the soft pink piglet but quickly turned mandarin-orange.
The litde, soft pink piglet was suddenly seized with shock and excitement. 
The steps were the waxy ribbons and flavors of a giant, spiraling candy cane. 
Along each step, the litde, soft pink piglet broke off pieces and strips of waxed 
ribbon. The piglet curled a piglet-size version of the giant candy cane until reach­
ing the end, where he faced that same dull grey, piglet-size door. On this side, 
there was no hoof-fashioned knob. And even if  there had been, it was locked. 
But it didn’t take the litde, soft pink piglet long—he twisted and untwisted the 
waxy ribbon candy and fashioned a key that fit perfectiy into the lock under the 
knob. The litde piglet hoof turned the key slighdy to the right and the hazy, grey 
door clicked open. On the other side was the solitary litde room.
The litde, soft pink piglet approached the window and gazed at the falling 
snow. The candy cane in hand, the piglet flexed and un-flexed each colored waxy 
strip. He climbed onto the window sill and applied the blueberry-purple strip, 
mandarin-orange strip, banana-yellow strip, and all the other flavoured color 
strips onto the glass.
Then he kneeled at his window again and watched the kaleidoscope of 
twirling tufts of snowflakes trying to be gracefully blown in the wind.
The purpose? The purpose doesn’t  matter since little piglets never ask questions; they only 
ga'ye dreamily at the world around them.
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